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Incentive regulation



Incentive regulation

“…the implementation of rules that encourage a regulated firm to achieve desired 
goals by granting some, but not complete, discretion to the firm.”

Sappington and Weisman, 1996

Distinguished by partial delegation of pricing to the regulated firm and the possibility 
for the firm to retain profits resulting from cost reductions.

Vogelsang, 2002

Regulation with intermediate incentive power, as opposed to price-cap regulation and 
cost of service regulation.

Laffont and Tirole, 1993
(Joskow, 2006)



Incentive regulation in a nutshell

Regulator

Operator

Services y

Effort e

Contract M(y,t)

Cost C(y,e)

Infrastructure access, unbundled firm, inelastic demand for service
Cost is observable and verifiable, effort is unobservable, multi-output service provision
High-powered regulation is optimal: Laffont (1994), et al.
Practical implementations: yardstick regimes: Schleifer (1985), Laffont and Tirole (1986)



Regulation and focus of model

Cost-review, weak incentives
– Command-control; process focus

Light-handed, weak incentives
– No horizontal competition: learning focus

Incentive regulation, strong incentives
– Performance assessment; outcome based



Regulator as proxy buyer or market maker

Buyer
Revenue generator
Full contract
Market engine
...

Frame contracts
Surveilance
Information verif
....

MARKET MAKER

PROXY BUYER

FIRMSFIRMSFIRMS CLIENTSCLIENTSCLIENTS

Clearer

FIRMSFIRMSFIRMS CLIENTSCLIENTSCLIENTS



Two extremes

PROXY BUYER
– Cost-oriented
– Ex-post / ex-ante
– Process defined
– Service fuzzy
– Ratchet effects
– No risk
– Perverse incentives for cost

– Deep monopoly structure

MARKET MAKER
– Revenue-oriented
– Ex-ante / ex-post
– Process irrelevant
– Service defined
– Risk for quality skimping
– Risk of bankruptcy
– Strong efficiency incentives

– Towards contestable markets



Irrelevance of cost norm

Revenue cap = R0 CPI (1 – X – Xi)

Incentive regulation, corollaries 
– A profitmaximizing firm do not care about the level of the cap
– A utilitymaximizing firm cares about the incentive power

– What matters are the commitment to and duration of the regime
– No importance of the used cost norm



Setting the X?

“In deciding how far to revise X the economic regulator needs to examine the 
company’s production methods and investment programme. He must ascertain the 
scope for cost and price reductions through increased productivity and efficiency and 
the need for capital expenditure. He needs to predict the consequences of X on 
what the company will do, how it will do it, how consumers will be affected and how 
others will react.” 

Littlechild (1983, para 10.2) 



Information

Public

Private  

Verifiable Non-verifiable

Complete contract 

Contingent contracts 

Renegotiable contracts 

Menus of contracts

Public

Private  

Verifiable Non-verifiable

Contractible 

Secrets, signals 

Commitment 

Cheap talk

Problem

Solution



EU Regulatory landscape (Energy)

CZ
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Norway
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Cost recovery
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Yardstick - Other
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Price-Cap

Yardstick - DEA

Sweden under reform:
Rate-of-return regulation

Switzerland under reform:
incentive regulation (DEA pilot)

Iceland: reform not implemented

Finland: revenue cap with StonED

EU Regulatory 
landscape – Methods 

(Energy)
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Normative models are popular
Country Approach Method Analysis Operation
AUSTRALIA Ex ante CPI-DEA x x
AUSTRIA Ex ante DEA/EngM x x
DENMARK Ex ante COLS x x
FINLAND Ex ante DEA->StonED x x
GERMANY Ex ante DEA/SFA Yard x x
NETHERLANDS Ex ante Cost Yard x x
NEW ZEELAND Ex ante CPI-DEA x x
NORWAY Ex ante DEA Yard x x
ICELAND Ex ante CPI-DEA x -
PORTUGAL Ex ante SFA x ?
CHILE Ex ante EngM x x
SPAIN Ex ante EngM x x
ENGLAND Ex ante CPI-X x x
BELGIUM Ex ante CPI-DEA -> CR x   -
SWITZERLAND Ex ante (RoR)->? x -
SWEDEN Ex ante (EngM)->RoR x x



Dynamic regulation
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Regulation, industry structure and innovation

PROCESS 
DEVELOPMENT

MARKET 
DEVELOPMENT

INDUSTRY 
STRUCTURE

INNOVATION

REGULATION

EXIT

ENTRY

Agrell, Bogetoft and Tind (2002)



Regulatory path

Incentive power

Time 
(Market development)

Cost-recovery

Rate-of-return

Yardstick regulation

Pseudo-contestable markets
Regulator determines trajectory 

and regulatory goals

Industry gets some 
choice in transition 
speed and profile

higher recovery safety/
less incentives

higher incentives/
more investment risk

Source: Agrell and Bogetoft (2003)



Regulatory path
Example from Norway

Delegation

Time
Market orientation

CPI-X
Ex-ante

Ex-ante rev cap/
Ex-post cost yardstick

Ex-post revenue yardstick

Contestable markets

Readiness for multi-utility 
regulation and contestable 
markets

Rate of return
ex post

Cost-plus
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Empirical significance

1. Revenue cap CPI-X
Based on 96/97 productivity estimates

2. Norwegian DEA system (uncapped)
3. Norwegian DEA system (capped)
4. DEA Yardstick

initial profit

cost sharingactual cost

allowance



Basic Ideas

Create social welfare gains by better adaptation of costs and benefits
Sub-optimal to treat all areas equally
Gains generated by exploiting differences on the supply and demand sides
Instead of trying to make everyone happy by the same product, we differentiate the product to take

advantage of local demand and cost conditions
Minor point: May have to forego some social welfare to ensure an appropriate division of the gains

(the social welfare cake)

20



Menus of regulation in the path

Incentive power

Time 
(Market development)

Cost-recovery

Rate-of-return

Yardstick regulation

Pseudo-contestable markets
Regulator determines trajectory 

and regulatory goals

Industry gets some 
choice in transition 
speed and profile

higher recovery safety/
less incentives

higher incentives/
more investment risk

Source: Agrell and Bogetoft (2003)



Menus of regulation: Norway

Delegation

Time
Market development

Current 
Ex-ante

Ex-post/Ex-ante 
menues

Ex-post yardstick

Lighthanded ex-post
NVE determines trajectory 

and regulatory goals

Industry gets some 
choice in transition 
speed and profile

NVE decides which stages are open

higher recovery safety/
less incentives

higher incentives/
more investment risk

Readiness for multi-utility 
regulation and contestable 
markets



Contestable regulation



Does it hold in practice?

The regulation is based on the cost norm
Regulation must hold for all firms without bias
It is not sufficient to be right on expectation

Judicial recourse to protect from expropriation
– Firms may appeal rulings
– If a ruling shows a flaw in the model, the regime falls



Regulator (R)

Operator (O)

Political Principal

• set of operators Ω
• types θ

• set of regimes
• belief on c

Court (C) 

Legal mandate for regulator

parameters for regimes

effort (slack), kappeal (if transfer is infeasible)

ruling (if appeal)

set of regimes
cost for regulatory failure



Regulation and focus of model

Cost-review, weak incentives
– Command-control; process focus

Light-handed, weak incentives
– No horizontal competition: learning focus

Incentive regulation, strong incentives
– Performance assessment; outcome based



Credibility

Commitment is based on a rational expectation of durability

The robustness of a regulation depends on 
– Participation of the regulated firms
– Sustainability of rents left to stakeholders
– Properties of the cost norm (soundness)

A regulation regime not satisfying these criteria is not credible
“If it sounds too good to be true, it is not true” 



Failing regulation in Europe

Netherlands 
– Frontier model revoked 2004, debacle 140 M� in welfare losses
– Nillesen and Pollitt (2007)
– Moratorium and average cost model

Belgium
– Preparation for incentive regulation, overturned and decentralized in 2012
– Agrell and Teusch (2015)
– Cost-plus regulation by region since 2012 …

Sweden
– Network performance assessment model (NAPM) falls in 2006
– Moratorium and cost-plus regulation until 2014 …



Idea

Intuition:
– A rational firm reveals only its full efficiency for a regime with a credible commitment and 

cost norm.

Method:
– Decision model for a firm evaluating a proposed regime
– Methodology to test the hypotheses for firm behavior
– Validation with productivity data for a failed regime



Feasible and infeasible cost norms

OPEX/output

CAPEX/output

A

True frontier

Normative model

Benchmarking model

Statistical model

 



Model



Model

One regulated firm
Multi-period game, discount factor 
Regulatory regime:  

– R(y) = revenue for output y
– x*(y) = minimal cost for output y
– x(y) = ex post cost

Firm single-period utility (for given y):
– max 

Slack = lack of effort
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fear being penalized in subsequent periods for productivity
improvements, the ratchet effect [15], [16]; sensitivity to
and lack of foundation for the X-term [4]; and inability to
accommodate changes in the output profile.

The yardstick competition regime [17] is an interesting
addition to the regulatory arsenal. The idea is to set an
individual cost target for each distributor that equals the
realized cost by other (comparable) agents. If the residual
profit is retained by the distributor, and if all distributors
produce the same product under the same conditions, the
yardstick competition provides an optimal incentive scheme in
solving the first two of the CPI-X problems stated above. The
endogenous determination of the cost norm solves the problem
of arbitrariness. The main problem of the basic yardstick
model is the comparability between agents and in particular
its inability to accommodate variations in the output profiles
and operating conditions between the agents.

An odd instrument in the regulatory arsenal is the engineer-
ing cost model, also known as a technical normative model. A
normative cost model is based on an attempt to come closer to
the true production frontier, or to draw on other information
than merely the observations. The concept is tempting in
regulation because of its potential profit reduction possibility
and its integration in yardstick regulation. However, given
the high cost of failure and service interruption in network
services, the issue of feasibility in the normative estimation
is primordial. In general, technical normative models are
just special cases of engineering cost functions with varying
level of information requirements. As such, they are used to
prescribe rather than predict the optimal, or allowable, cost for
a certain level of operation. Thus, the model’s estimate can be
made feasible by parameterization and construction.

Conservative parameterization: One approach to achieve
feasible cost estimates is to tune parameters and variables in
the model unilaterally in more conservative direction. In case
of doubt, capacities, times and lengths are rounded upwards,
risks are exaggerated and costs overestimated. The resulting
error is always positive for the regulated firm and can be seen
as the cost of information imperfection in the model. The risk
of system error is born by the regulator, since this maximizes
the social welfare.

Construction: To assure feasibility with a minimum loss
of cost efficiency, norm values may be deducted from a
realization of a network in all its detail. Less likely to result
in a mathematical model, this approach requires considerable
effort and industrial expertise. If the technical system can
be fully parameterized, an exhaustive frontier may be con-
struction, even for networks that have never existed. If the
analysis is made on discrete examples, perhaps candidates
for improvement, some assumption is necessary to form the
frontier (if necessary).

In the economic regulation of electricity distribution oper-
ations, engineering cost models are active in Chile [9], [18],
Spain as well as in Sweden, cf. [19].

III. THE LOGIC OF INCENTIVE REGULATION REVISITED

The underlying assumption in incentive regulation is that
the firm is profit maximizing. Facing an exogenous demand y

for services, having private information about a cost function
c(y), the firm is maximizing profit ⇡(y) = R(y) � c(y)
by minimizing cost iff the revenue function R(y) is exoge-
nously fixed. Theoretically and empirically, the effects of high-
powered regulation are at large validated [4]. However, as
we will show, the empirical material is ambiguous in that
some jurisdictions (as Sweden in our example below) install
high-powered regulation without noting any of the expected
incentive effects. Indeed, the Swedish electricity distributors
did not undertake any cost-reducing effort from the time for
the launch of the model. Some work suggest ownership effects
on firm-level behavior, challenging the profit-maximization
hypothesis for public firms. While not contradicting this as-
pect, our material shows no difference in behavior between
public, private and cooperatively owned firms although the
three groups have significantly different incumbent efficiency
levels. The idea in this paper is that the credibility of the
regulatory model is crucial to firm level reactions, in particular
in jurisdictions with judicial recourse. With credible regulatory
regime is here meant a combination of a revenue function
R(y) that assures full participation of all efficient firms in the
long run and a regulatory commitment structure conducive
to sustain truthful revelation of information by firms for the
operation of the regulation. Assume now that a firm facing a
non-credible high-powered regime R considers the probability
of it falling to v per year and that failed regime is replaced
by a low-powered regime. Let us assume ex-post verifiable
cost and single-dimensional service data as xt, yt for year t.
The firm is maximizing horizon utility consisting of profit and
slack using a discount factor �. The initial situation is that of
an inefficient incumbent R < x, let the optimal stationary
cost be x?. A credible policy is such that all efficient long-
run costs are recovered and no super profit is left to the firm;
R(y) = x?. Compared to the bilateral theoretical contract,
the regulatory contract is particular in the sense that that it
must guarantee participation from all firms to be considered
credible. I.e., even a firm receiving a reimbursement above its
optimal cost ⇡ > 0 will observe that a high-powered regime
is non-credible if it violates the participation constraint for
any firm in a concession or licensing system by imposing a
reimbursement R < x?. Note that the failure of a regime is not
instantaneous, its downfall is brought by sometimes lengthy
judicial appeals and lobbying. If the inefficient incumbent

observes a regime R � x? for all firms, the optimal policy
will be to optimize cost as to achieve c(y) = x?, leaving no
no profit ⇡ = 0 but infinite participation. If, on the other hand,
the incumbent faces a regime R > x? for itself but observes
at least one potential infeasibility of the costnorm, the choice
is not as trivial. Recalling that the probability that the regime
falls is v each year and that a failed regime is replaced by a
pure cost-recovery, i.e. Rt = xt�1 for a reform in year t. The
firm maximizes an objective of profit and slack as

u(x|R) = ⇡ + ⇢s = (R� x) + ⇢(x� x?) (1)

asset base. Furthermore, wx is the observed cost and R = py denotes the revenue for
the firm4. The production possibilities for the firm is defined as a set T of all feasible
input-output combinations T = {(x,y)|x can produce y}. Define c(y,w) as the minimum
cost to produce y outputs at input prices w, that is c(y,w) = minx {wx : (x,y) 2 T}. Let
the associated minimum input vector for y be x? such that wx? = c(y,w).

The firm is maximizing expected horizon utility consisting of profits and slack, de-
fined as the difference between observed and minimum cost. The one-period utility for
inputs x at prices w and a regulated revenue R is

u(x,R) = (R�wx)+r(wx� c(y,w)), (1)

where r 2 [0,1[. The slack is here an convenient expression for the case of linear
cost of effort, such that 1 euro of surplus cost (for example poor procurement policies,
obsolescence, luxurious equipment) has the value of r euro in disposable profits (that
could be paid as e.g. dividends). For a cost-plus policy with R = wx, equation (1)
simplifies to

u(x,wx) = r(wx� c(y,w)). (2)

The expected horizon utility is the sum of the discounted single-period utilities with a
discounting factor d 2 ]0,1[, meaning that 1 euro at the end of of the first period is worth
d euro at the start of the horizon. The reservation utility for the firm is normalized to
zero. The firm does not participate unless the expected utility is higher or equal to the
reservation utility.

3.2. Dynamic game
The regulator and the firm are playing an infinite horizon game for a stationary de-

mand y and fixed prices w. Initially, the regulator selects a regime {R,v} consisting in
a revenue level R derived using some methodology (e.g. average cost or ideal network
models) associated with a failure risk v. The objectives of the regulator are to assure firm
participation and to incite cost minimization by the participating firms. Observing the
regime {R,v} the firm chooses to participate in the game or to exit. Exiting gives reser-
vation utility. If participating, the firm maximizes its expected horizon utility EU(x) in
(3) over an input vector x 2 [x?, x̄] valid for the horizon5. The lower input bound x? de-
fines a fully cost efficient policy. Any policy such that x> x? is defined as cost inefficient
behaviour. The payouts for a participating firm in the game are illustrated in Figure 1.
In each period, the regime is repealed with probability v and the regulation resorts to
cost-plus, i.e., the firm receives the reimbursement wx leading to a utility u(x,wx). With

4To simplify notation, all vector products are assumed to be done in the appropriate dimensions, i.e.
suppressing the sign for the transposed vector.

5The upper bound x̄ for the support may be seen as existing observations or as the maximum value
that the regulator could award without resetting the regulation.
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Regulatory game

Period 1: 
– Launch of high-powered regime R(y)

Period t = 2,…,T
– In each period, the regime is challenged
– v = P(Regime revoked)
– If not revoked: Rt = R(y)
– If revoked:  cost-plus regime Rt = xt-1



Game timeline

Incumbent regime
R = R’

Low-powered regime
R = wx

1-v 

1-v 1-v 1-v 

v 
1 1 1 

v v v 

U(x,R) 

U(x,wx) 

U(x,R) U(x,R) 

U(x,wx) U(x,wx) 

t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 

Figure 1: Dynamic regulation model with failure probability v.
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Figure 2: Critical failure probability v̂(d ,r) for d = {0.99,0.952,0.909,0.667}.
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Firm’s optimal multi-period policy

Optimal response to credible regime: v = 0

Optimal response to non-credible regime: v = 1

probability 1� v, the regulator stands the appeal and enforces the payment R with the
firm level utility u(x,R). The failure of the regime is irreversible for the horizon, i.e.,
the regulator must continue paying wx for the rest of the horizon.

In this game, the expected horizon utility for a stationary input vector x for the firm
is given as

EU(x) = u(x,wx)vd +
•

Â
t=2

u(x,wx)vd t{(1� v)t�1 +1}+
•

Â
t=1

u(x,R)d t(1� v)t

= u(x,wx)


vd
1�d

+
vd 2(1� v)

1�d (1� v)

�
+u(x,R)

d (1� v)
1�d (1� v)

= r(wx� c(y,w))


vd
1�d

+
vd 2(1� v)

1�d (1� v)

�
+(R�wx+r(wx� c(y,w)))

d (1� v)
1�d (1� v)

.

(3)

The first-order condition of (3) with respect to x is obtained as:

dEU(x)
dx

= rw


vd
1�d

+
vd 2(1� v)

1�d (1� v)

�
+w(r �1)

d (1� v)
1�d (1� v)

. (4)

In the case of a perfectly credible regulation regime (v = 0), the expected utility
collapses to the expression

EU(x)v=0 = (R�wx+r(wx� c(y,w))
d

1�d
. (5)

Call a regulation regime such that R � c(y,w) feasible, meaning that a cost efficient firm
could participate in the game under a credible model (v = 0). For such ideal regulation,
the firm response would be full cost efficiency. On the other hand, consider a flawed
regulation with certain demise (v = 1). In this case, the expected utility becomes

EU(x)v=1 = r(wx� c(y,w))
d

1�d
. (6)

Thus, the firm will follow an optimal policy leading to cost padding, selecting the upper
bound x̄, leading to the suboptimal cost wx̄ > c(y,w). We state our findings in the
Proposition below.

Proposition 1. The optimal cost policy of a firm under multi-period regulation depends
of the probability of regulatory failure v (credibility), the time preferences of the firm d
(impatience) and the utility value of inefficient cost r (cost of effort).

Proof. Follows directly from the first-order conditions (4) and the three parameters
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the firm response would be full cost efficiency. On the other hand, consider a flawed
regulation with certain demise (v = 1). In this case, the expected utility becomes

EU(x)v=1 = r(wx� c(y,w))
d

1�d
. (6)

Thus, the firm will follow an optimal policy leading to cost padding, selecting the upper
bound x̄, leading to the suboptimal cost wx̄ > c(y,w).

3.3. Model results
We now proceed by deriving the results from the model in terms of firm behav-

ior under various regulations, expressed here through the contextual parameters. The
fundamental result postulates that the optimal firm response depends on intrinsic char-
acteristics (time preferences and cost of effort), but also - which is a new result - on the
credibility of the regulatory model, an exogenous parameter. We continue from the gen-
eral case into a more representative situation where at least some firms have non-zero
cost of effort. Based on this assumption, we derive the important Corollary 1 stipulating
that in this case there will be a firm-specific threshold in credibility for cost-efficient
firms. The next Corollaries 2 and 3 show the analogous thresholds for the types of firms
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Model predictions

Proposition 1:

– The optimal cost policy of a firm in a multi-period policy depends 
on 

1. the probability of regulatory failure (credibility), 
2. the time preferences of the firm (impatience) and 
3. the utility of inefficient cost (cost of effort).



Corollaries
above.

Note that the level of the allowed revenue R does not affect the optimal cost policy,
but only the participation constraint.

Corollary 1. Assume a given cost of effort r > 0 and discounting factor d . Then, there
exists a finite failure risk v̂(d ,r) above which cost-efficiency is a dominated policy.

Proof. Follows from the first order condition (4) as a function h(v,d ,r). Define the
critical failure rate v̂(d ,r) = {v : h(v,d ,r) = 0}. For a failure rate v  v̂(d ,r) cost-
minimization is optimal and for v > v̂(d ,r) the firm has a monotonously increasing
utility in x.

The function v̂(d ,r) is illustrated in Figure 2. As a consequence of Corollary 1,
the firm facing a credible regulation will select the input level x?, giving a cost efficient
level wx? = c(y,w). For a non-credible regime with a higher failure risk v > v̂(d ,r), the
firm will adopt an input maximization behaviour, that is selecting the upper bound x̄.
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There will always some laggards …
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Figure 3: The indifference curve d̂ (r̂) for v = 0.2 and r = {0.1,0.2, ...,0.9}

As the credibility of the regulation increases, v decreases and the set (area) in Figure 3
increases.

Remark 1. Given n independent firms each having a cost of effort drawn from a distri-
bution with density function f (r) and cumulative density function F(r) on the support
[0,1], then the probability that all firms are cost efficient under a non-credible regime is
equal to 1� (F(r̂))n.

The intuition behind Remark 1 is clear: the hope of incentivizing all firms to effi-
ciency in a weak regulation regime is thin. In practice, there will always be inefficient
firms in the set of regulated operators, see Figure 4.

Thus, the empirical conjecture would then be a higher incidence of non-profit-
maximizing behavior from firms that have a plausible case of a failing regulatory regime.
In particular, firms with stable semi-public ownership can represent the case of long-
range time preferences and high cost of effort. This is frequently the case for energy
distribution in Europe. The opposite extreme would be a set of privately owned fran-
chisees in countries with high inflation or political risks, here the time preferences is
short-run and the relative cost of effort low. In the next section, we test the validity of
our model on an interesting case of regulatory failure in Scandinavia, a region other-
wise characterized by early adoption of market-oriented solutions, cf. Amundsen and
Bergman (2007).

4. Empirical model

The previously presented model leads to a number of empirically verifiable hypothe-
ses for non-credible regimes; in particular that firms exhibit lower cost efficiency fol-
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VERIFIABLE HYPOTHESES



Research hypotheses

6. Analysis

Initially, we observe that the facts in the case correspond relatively well to those
of the theoretical model. First, given the mixed ownership situation among the oper-
ators (50 per cent privately owned20, 40 per cent publicly owned21 and 10 per cent
consumer-cooperatives, (Agrell et al., 2005b)), we can safely assume that there is some
heterogeneity with respect to the cost of effort r in the sample. At least some firms
should have a strictly positive r , meaning that they are not exclusively profit maximiz-
ing. Second, given the lukewarm reception of the new regulatory model and the indus-
trial and academic critique raised against it, we safely assume that all firms observed a
high probability of regime failure v >> 0. Without adventuring into what value each
firm (or group of firms) attributed to v, it suffices to recall our results from Remark 1
where adverse effects appear already from modest levels of v.

For clarity, we restate our hypotheses and proceed into the analysis step by step.

Hypothesis 1. Firms exhibit a lower cost efficiency CE during a non-credible regime
v > 0.

The average cost efficiency CEt for the operators by year is listed in Table 2 below.
We note a clear tendency of decreasing efficiency during the period, from on average
74.5 per cent before the NPAM to 71.9 per cent during the NPAM. In fact, the overall
fall in cost efficiency from the initial year (2000) to the last year (2006) is 5.4 per
cent. The difference in mean cost efficiency (2.6 per cent) is statistically significant.
Additional support for this finding is found in Figure 5, where the red curve shows
the mean CEt by operator before the NPAM and the black curve depicts the analogous
cost efficiency after the NPAM introduction. As seen in the Figure, the fall in cost
efficiency is generalized, except for some initially highly inefficient operators22. Hence,
we conclude that Hypothesis 1 is not rejected by the data.

Hypothesis 2. The technical change of the firms is stagnating for the duration of a
non-credible regime v > 0.

The technical change DTC and the variation in cost efficiency DCE from the method-
ological framework, expression (17), are calculated and reported in Table 323. The pre-
reform technological change rate is strong, on average 4.8 per cent per year. At the

20Including international firms such as EDF, owner of Graninge, and the inter-Nordic operator Birka.
21Mostly municipal utilities with the exception of the (then) state-owned operator Vattenfall.
22An inefficient policy under a credible regulatory regime may be optimal at very high cost of effort

r , in which case the policy is independent of the credibility of the regime. Our results are robust to this
assumption.

23The results for DSC from (17) are equal to unity throughout the period without any significant
differences.
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launch of the NPAM, there is a radical drop in technological change, the value is vir-
tually at its floor of unity (0.1 per cent). The difference in mean technical change is
significant and of the expected sign. Looking closer at the data in Figure 6 shows a
striking difference at firm level. In the anticipation of the fall of the NPAM model, al-
most no operator shows technological progress (the black curve). As predicted by the
model, the absence of incentives is leading to a stand-still of the investments in new
technology and processes, resulting in the observed stagnation of technological change.
Hypothesis 2 is not rejected by the data.

Hypothesis 3. The productivity change of the firms is low or nil for the duration of a
non-credible regime v > 0.

The productivity change, calculated as the right-hand side of expression (13), is
presented in Table 4. As a consequence of the previous results in terms of cost efficiency
and technological change, the productivity change prior to the reform was positive and
strong, on average 3.5 per cent per year. After the introduction, the productivity change
is on average negative (-0.7 per cent). The difference between the means of the two
periods is significant and of the right sign. Presented in more detail in Figure 7, the
findings are without any ambiguity. Here we note that the confidence intervals of the
three years during the reform are below the horizon average productivity change (1.4
per cent). Thus, we find that Hypothesis 3 cannot be rejected.

Hypothesis 4. The profitability of the firms is lower on average, and decreasing through-
out the duration of a non-credible regime v > 0.

The average profitability Pt by firm and year is presented in Table 2 below. The
findings document a significant and monotonous fall in profitability over the period,
from on average 14.7 per cent prior to the NPAM to 10.5 per cent after the reform. At
operator-level, the results are illustrated in Figure 8. Hypothesis 4 is not rejected by the
empirical data.

The result can by explained by the previously presented methodology. Profitability
variation PV is driven by productivity change and price recovery PR, as shown in ex-
pression (13). We have already discussed the results for the productivity change above,
so our attention is turned to price recovery. The results for PR are presented in Table 4.
An interesting pattern is revealed: the initial price recovery is negative (-2.7 per cent),
meaning that the operators did not fully pass on input price changes into tariff changes.
However, they maintained profitability through productivity improvements. This trans-
lates into sharing the productivity gains with the captive clients at a stable profitability
level (see Table 2). After the reform, however, the average price recovery is about one,
meaning that input price changes (e.g. inflation) are entirely passed on to the customers.
On the other hand, as shown above, the productivity change is lower than one, implying
a decrease in profitability. The scenario is indeed gloomy: the customers end up paying
more and the firms’ owners earning less on the operations.
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Objective

We are interested in a framework that links
– Profitability changes
– Cost changes
– Revenue changes
– Efficiency changes



Productivity development

Simple approach: efficiency changes vs index ?

Not conclusive, since price changes may be due to
– Input price changes (price recovery)
– Output price changes (profit margin)
– Economies of scale (volume)
– Allocative efficiency (mix)
– Technical efficiency changes

Need decomposed analysis



Profitability change

and, as a consequence, that the productivity of the sector will suffer. In order to investi-
gate this phenomenon, we need both a test-case with a failed regime and a methodology
that is capable of differentiating between profitability, cost efficiency and dynamic ef-
fects for multi-input, multi-output production.

For the empirical case, we collected data for the period before and up to the failing
of a transient regulation regime in Sweden, described in more detail in Section 5.

The methodology for the study of this empirical case is based on profitability6, the
firm financial indicator defined by the ratio revenue to cost P = py/wx. Georgescu-
Roegen (1951) introduced profitability, called return to the dollar, as a financial perfor-
mance indicator into the economic literature. It is independent of the scale of produc-
tion, a virtue not shared by cost, revenue or profit measures. This property of indepen-
dence of the scale of production is particularly relevant in sectors with a wide range in
the size of operation. Moreover, it allows for the direct comparison between the remu-
neration from the regulator (R = py) and the observed cost of the firm (wx). We are
interested in the study of the evolution throughout time of the ratio revenue to cost, i.e.
profitability change. It is defined as

Pt+1

Pt =
pt+1yt+1/wt+1xt+1

ptyt/wtxt (10)

=
pt+1yt+1/ptyt

wt+1xt+1/wtxt ,

which is equal to the ratio of revenue change to cost change. The next step is to
identify the factors that cause changes in profitability. These factors are associated with
changes in quantities and prices of individual outputs and inputs. Hence, we want to
isolate the changes in prices of the changes in quantities, either of which influences
profitability change. We can decompose cost change in (10) as

wt+1xt+1

wtxt =
wt+1xt+1

wtxt+1
wtxt+1

wtxt (11)

=
wt+1xt

wtxt
wt+1xt+1

wt+1xt

=


wt+1xt+1

wtxt+1
wt+1xt

wtxt

�1/2wt+1xt+1

wt+1xt
wtxt+1

wtxt

�1/2

= WF(wt+1,wt ,xt+1,xt)XF(xt+1,xt ,wt+1,wt)

6See Grifell-Tatjé and Lovell (2015b)[Chapters 2-3] for an exhaustive exposition of this firm financial
indicator.
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Revenue change

Cost change



Revenue change

The first line of (11) shows that the cost change is equal to the product of a Paasche input
price index that aggregates individual price variations and a Laspeyres input quantity in-
dex that aggregates individual quantity changes. The second line states that cost change
is equal to the product of a Laspeyres input price index and a Paasche input quantity
index. Both these pairings satisfy the product test. Laspeyres-Paasche index number
pairs are widely used, but because they use different weights, they generate different
results. The third line solves this problem because it takes the geometric mean of the
Laspeyres-Paasche index number pairs and creates a Fisher input price index and a
Fisher input quantity index7. The last line of (11) defines a more compact notation as a
Fisher input price index WF and a corresponding Fisher input quantity index XF .

Symmetric derivations for the revenue side obtain an analogous expression for rev-
enue change as

pt+1yt+1

ptyt = PF(pt+1, pt ,yt+1,yt)YF(yt+1,yt , pt+1, pt), (12)

where PF is called a Fisher output price index and yF defines a Fisher output quantity
index. Combining (11) and (12) yields an expression for the relative change in prof-
itability,

pt+1yt+1/wt+1xt+1

ptyt/wtxt =
PF(pt+1, pt ,yt+1,yt)

WF(wt+1,wt ,xt+1,xt)

YF(yt+1,yt , pt+1, pt)

XF(xt+1,xt ,wt+1,wt)
. (13)

This profitability change is the product of a price recovery term PR for output and
input prices, respectively, and the Fisher productivity change index YF/XF for output
and input quantities, respectively. The price recovery PR compares the variation in the
prices on the inputs with the corresponding input price changes between two periods.
The interpretation of PR is intuitive: a value lower than unity implies that the firm has
increased the output prices less than the input price changes. Under high-powered regu-
lation, where the output prices are fixed, this would be the expected outcome. Inversely,
PR > 1 would indicate an increase of the output prices compared to the input prices, i.e.
an increase of the gross margin.

We are interested in the decomposition of the Fisher productivity index by its eco-
nomic drivers. It has been object of attention by Diewert (2014) (see also Grifell-Tatjé
and Lovell (2015a)), Grifell-Tatjé and Lovell (2003, 2015b); Kuosmanen and Sipiläinen
(2009); Ray and Mukherjee (1996). We follow Grifell-Tatjé and Lovell (2015b) that can
be related to the approach of Ray and Mukherjee (1996). An conventional approach to
deal with the generic production possibilities set introduced in Section 3.1 is defined by
the mathematical programming models in Färe et al. (1985), based on the Data Envel-

7The Fisher index has a set of appealing axiomatic properties, see Balk (2012)
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Cost change
which is equal to the ratio of revenue change to cost change. The next step is to

identify the factors that cause changes in profitability. These factors are associated with
changes in quantities and prices of individual outputs and inputs. Hence, we want to
isolate the changes in prices of the changes in quantities, either of which influences
profitability change. We can decompose cost change in (10) as

wt+1xt+1

wtxt =


wt+1xt+1

wtxt+1
wt+1xt

wtxt

�1/2wt+1xt+1

wt+1xt
wtxt+1

wtxt

�1/2

(11)

= WF(wt+1,wt ,xt+1,xt)XF(xt+1,xt ,wt+1,wt)

Expression (11) takes the geometric mean of the Laspeyres-Paasche index number pairs
and creates a Fisher input price index and a Fisher input quantity index.6 The last
line of (11) defines a more compact notation as a Fisher input price index WF and a
corresponding Fisher input quantity index XF .

Symmetric derivations for the revenue side obtain an analogous expression for rev-
enue change as

pt+1yt+1

ptyt = PF(pt+1, pt ,yt+1,yt)YF(yt+1,yt , pt+1, pt), (12)

where PF is called a Fisher output price index and YF defines a Fisher output quantity
index. Combining (11) and (12) yields an expression for the relative change in prof-
itability,

Pt+1

Pt =
PF(pt+1, pt ,yt+1,yt)

WF(wt+1,wt ,xt+1,xt)

YF(yt+1,yt , pt+1, pt)

XF(xt+1,xt ,wt+1,wt)
. (13)

This profitability change is the product of a Fisher price recovery index PF/WF for
output and input prices, respectively, and the Fisher productivity index YF/XF for output
and input quantities, respectively. The price recovery index compares the variation in
the prices on the inputs with the corresponding input price changes between two periods.
The interpretation of price recovery index is intuitive: a value lower than unity implies
that the firm has increased the output prices less than the input price changes. Under
high-powered regulation, where the output prices are fixed, this would be the expected
outcome. Inversely, a price recovery index higher one than indicates an increase of the
output prices compared to the input prices.

We are interested in the decomposition of the Fisher productivity index by its eco-
nomic drivers. It has been object of attention by Diewert (2014) (see also Grifell-Tatjé

6The Fisher index has a set of appealing axiomatic properties, see Balk (2012)
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Price recovery
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Diewert (2014), Grifell-Tatje and Lovell (2003, 2015) 
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and creates a Fisher input price index and a Fisher input quantity index.6 The last
line of (11) defines a more compact notation as a Fisher input price index WF and a
corresponding Fisher input quantity index XF .

Symmetric derivations for the revenue side obtain an analogous expression for rev-
enue change as
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ptyt = PF(pt+1, pt ,yt+1,yt)YF(yt+1,yt , pt+1, pt), (12)

where PF is called a Fisher output price index and YF defines a Fisher output quantity
index. Combining (11) and (12) yields an expression for the relative change in prof-
itability,
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This profitability change is the product of a Fisher price recovery index PF/WF for
output and input prices, respectively, and the Fisher productivity index YF/XF for output
and input quantities, respectively. The price recovery index compares the variation in
the prices on the inputs with the corresponding input price changes between two periods.
The interpretation of price recovery index is intuitive: a value lower than unity implies
that the firm has increased the output prices less than the input price changes. Under
high-powered regulation, where the output prices are fixed, this would be the expected
outcome. Inversely, a price recovery index higher one than indicates an increase of the
output prices compared to the input prices.

We are interested in the decomposition of the Fisher productivity index by its eco-
nomic drivers. It has been object of attention by Diewert (2014) (see also Grifell-Tatjé

6The Fisher index has a set of appealing axiomatic properties, see Balk (2012)
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Fisher productivity index

Cost efficiency

Technical efficiency

Size change

Efficiency measured using non-parametric approach (DEA)
2 outputs (energy LV, HV,)
4 inputs (assetconnections, grid capital, cost OM, energy losses, energy transit)

Fisher productivity

impact of technical change on the productivity of the firm. It can take values higher
or equal to one, since the technology here is defined as sequential, without regress. A
value higher than one means positive technical change. Then, the cost of producing yt

at prices wt , is lower with the technology of period t +1 than using that of period t.
Finally, the third expression in (16) in brackets measures the impact on productivity

of two effects; change of size and allocative efficiency. For simplicity we call the entire
term size change. For the first term, its denominator can be explained by two terms: ra-
dial output expansion and output mix changes9. Without output mix changes and under
constant returns to scale yt+1 = lyt , l > 0 and ct+1(yt+1,wt)/ct+1(yt ,wt) = l , making
the first term in the brackets of (16) equal to 1. Consequently, the first term in brackets of
(16) only measures the impact on productivity of output mix changes. The second com-
ponent in brackets of (16) is an input allocative efficiency effect. The numerator can be
expressed as AEt+1(xt+1,wt+1,yt+1) and the denominator as AEt+1(xt+1,wt ,yt+1). The
expression AEt+1(xt+1,wt+1,yt+1)/AEt+1(xt+1,wt ,yt+1) is bounded above by unity if
xt+1 is allocatively efficient relative to (yt+1,wt+1) using the period t +1 technology, or
if xt+1 is more allocatively efficient relative to (yt+1,wt+1) than to (yt+1,wt) under the
period t +1 technology, which corresponds to the expected behaviour by the firm.

A similar decomposition to (16) can be done based on the Paasche productivity com-
ponent of the Fisher productivity index in (13). Here we obtain the same components,
i.e. the cost efficiency change, the technical change and the size change. The third
component, size change, has the same interpretation as above, with the difference that
the AE is bounded below by unity. Thus, taking the geometric mean of the decomposi-
tion of the Laspeyres productivity index and the Paasche productivity index produces a
decomposition of the Fisher productivity index. We obtain

YF(yt+1,yt , pt+1, pt)

XF(xt+1,xt ,wt+1,wt)
=

wtxt/ct(yt ,wt)

wt+1xt+1/ct+1(yt+1,wt+1)
(17)


ct(yt ,wt)

ct+1(yt ,wt)

ct(yt+1,wt+1)

ct+1(yt+1,wt+1)

�1/2

2

4
ptyt+1

ptyt

wtxt+1/ct+1(yt ,wt)
wt+1xt+1/ct+1(yt+1,wt+1)

pt+1yt+1

pt+1yt

wtxt/ct(yt ,wt)
wt+1xt/ct(yt+1,wt+1)

3

5
1/2

= DCE ·DTC ·DSC

The first term, the cost efficiency change DCE indicates whether the cost efficiency
has changed between periods t and t + 1. The second term, the technological change

9Cf. Grifell-Tatjé and Lovell (2015b)[p. 286]
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opment Analysis (DEA) technique introduced by Charnes et al. (1978). Its empirical
form in period t is

Tt =

(
(x,y) : y  Â

i
Â
st

l s
i xs

i ,x � Â
i

Â
st

l s
i ys

i ,l s
i � 0

)
, (14)

where xs
i is the input vector and ys

i is the output vector for firm i in period s, respectively.
Note that the technology here is defined for constant returns to scale, which is a common
assumption in energy network regulation Jamasb and Pollitt (2003). Additionally, the
technology is bounded (above) by a piecewise linear surface, or frontier, over the data
formed by the best observations in all the years from year 1 to year t inclusive. We ob-
serve that the technology is defined in a sequential way which does not allow for techni-
cal regress (Tulkens and Eeckaut, 1995). As before ct(yt ,wt)=minx{wtxt : (xt ,yt)2 Tt}
where wtxt � ct(yt ,wt) and cost efficiency is defined as CEt(yt ,wt) = ct(yt ,wt)/wtxt 
18. The decomposition of the Fisher productivity index YF/XF in (13) is based on
the input quantity index XF(xt+1,xt ,wt+1,wt) because the output quantities are con-
sidered exogenous. We focus initially at the Laspeyres input quantity index component
of XF(xt+1,xt ,wt+1,wt). We have

wtxt+1

wtxt =
wt+1xt+1/ct+1(yt+1,wt+1)

wtxt/ct(yt ,wt)

ct+1(yt ,wt)

ct(yt ,wt)

wtxt+1/ct+1(yt ,wt)

wt+1xt+1/ct+1(yt+1,wt+1)
, (15)

and we can introduce this decomposition (15) into the Laspeyres productivity index
of the Fisher productivity index in (13). This yields

ptyt+1

ptyt

wtxt+1

wtxt

=
wtxt/ct(yt ,wt)

wt+1xt+1/ct+1(yt+1,wt+1)

ct(yt ,wt)

ct+1(yt ,wt)
(16)

2

4
ptyt+1

ptyt

ct+1(yt+1,wt)
ct+1(yt ,wt)

wt+1xt+1/ct+1(yt+1,wt+1)

wtxt+1/ct+1(yt+1,wt)

3

5

which attributes Laspeyres productivity change to three economic drivers. The first
term at the right hand side of (15) is the cost efficiency change. It can take values higher,
equal or lower than one. If the firm is more, equal or less cost efficient in period t + 1
than in period t, the implication for productivity is increasing, maintaining or decreasing
the current level. The second expression on the right hand side of (15) measures the

8The calculations are made in R (R Core Team, 2015) partly using the ”Benchmarking” package
(Bogetoft and Otto, 2015).
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Empirics: Sweden, electricity distribution

Electricity Act (2000)
– Regulated revenue based on “objective performance” 

NPAM (Network Performance Assessment Model)
– Green-field planning model, based on GIS-positioned load points, feed-in points, standard 

costs
– Critique from industry and academics, model suffers from several methodological flaws 

(Lantz, 2003; Wennerström and Bertling, 2008; Jamasb and Pollitt, 2008, Jamasb and 
Söderberg, 2008)



Green-field vs brown-field planning



NPAM rise and fall

2003 Start of implementation
2005 Rulings I for 2003 = 21 DSO for 76,3 MEUR

– All DSO appeal

2006 Reduced claims for 2003: 8 DSO for 23 MEUR
– DSO appeal to higher court

2007 New regulator
– Out-of-court settlement: 8 DSO for 16.5 MEUR.

2009 NPAM suspended (cost-recovery)
2012 New regime: rate-of-return 



Data

Audited data from the regulator (EI) for Swedish electricity distributors (LV and 
MV only, no retail or transmission)

Balanced panel, 128 firms for 2000-2006, in all 896 DMU



Data: DSO 2000-2006
Table 1: Descriptive statistics and model variables.

Category Unit Definition mean median sd

Revenue R = py kSEK Total revenue 137,764 49,967 387,118
kSEK Revenue LV 118,394 41,876 335,470
kSEK Revenue HV 19,371 6,707 53,213

Costs wx kSEK Total cost (TOTEX) 119,515 46,483 346,036
kSEK Cost transmission 33,791 13,285 100,420
kSEK Cost energy losses 7,878 2,864 21,395
kSEK Operating expenditure (OPEX) 46,766 18,615 130,483
kSEK Capital expenditure (CAPEX) 31,082 8,602 102,922

Outputs y
MWh Energy delivered low voltage (LV) 488,052 204,662 1,235,396
MWh Energy delivered high voltage (HV) 221,633 71,037 623,509

Output prices p
SEK/kWh Price per energy delivered LV 0.228 0.226 0.043
SEK/kWh Price per energy delivered HV 0.109 0.104 0.057

Inputs x
MWh Energy transported, total 742,112 281,796 1,913,920
MWh Energy losses, total 32,427 11,952 86,027
km Connection-weighted network LV+HV 41,415 14,198 121,128
kSEK Network capital, total 458,831 100,737 1,521,204

Input prices w
SEK/kWh Transmission price 0.049 0.048 0.019
SEK/kWh Cost per energy losses 0.260 0.252 0.120
SEK/m OPEX per connection-line unit 1.379 1.332 0.543
% Cost of capital 0.086 0.083 0.033
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Empirical results



H1: Slumping cost efficiency
H4: Profitability sacrifice 

Table 2: Profitability Pt and cost efficiency CEt , mean per year, 2000-2006.

year period

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2000-02 2003-06 Diff

Pt 1.150 1.149 1.141 1.128 1.128 1.086 1.079 1.147 1.105 -0.042***
CEt 0.762 0.732 0.741 0.732 0.723 0.713 0.708 0.745 0.719 -0.026***

Notes: ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.01.

Table 3: Cost efficiency DCE and technology change DTC, before and after NPAM.

All Pre NPAM Post NPAM

n 768 384 384 384
period 2000-2006 2000-2002 2003-2006

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Diff p-value

DCE 0.990 0.065 0.989 0.082 0.991 0.043 0.002 0.778
DTC 1.024 0.033 1.048 0.033 1.001 0.009 -0.047*** < 0.001

Notes: ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.01.
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Figure 5: Cost efficiency CEt , average per DSO, development before and after NPAM.
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H1: Cost efficiency

Table 2: Profitability Pt and cost efficiency CEt , mean per year, 2000-2006.

year period

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2000-02 2003-06 Diff

Pt 1.150 1.149 1.141 1.128 1.128 1.086 1.079 1.147 1.105 -0.042***
CEt 0.762 0.732 0.741 0.732 0.723 0.713 0.708 0.745 0.719 -0.026***

Notes: ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.01.
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Figure 5: Cost efficiency CEt , average per DSO, development before and after NPAM.

ological framework, expression (17), are calculated and reported in Table 3.20 The pre-
reform technological change rate is strong, on average 4.8 per cent per year. At the
launch of the NPAM, there is a radical drop in technological change, the value is vir-
tually at its floor of unity (0.1 per cent). The difference in mean technical change is
significant and of the expected sign. Looking closer at the data in Figure 6 shows a
striking difference at firm level. In the anticipation of the fall of the NPAM model, al-
most no operator shows technological progress (the black curve). As predicted by the
model, the absence of incentives is leading to a stand-still of the investments in new
technology and processes, resulting in the observed stagnation of technological change.
Hypothesis 2 is not rejected by the data.

Third, continuing with the dynamic analysis we turn our attention to the productivity
development. As a direct consequence of the previous two Hypotheses, the productivity
change for the average firm (not only the frontier firm) would stagnate or decline for a

20The results for DSC from (17) are equal to unity throughout the period without any significant
differences.
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H2: Technical change

Table 2: Profitability Pt and cost efficiency CEt , mean per year, 2000-2006.

year period

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2000-02 2003-06 Diff

Pt 1.150 1.149 1.141 1.128 1.128 1.086 1.079 1.147 1.105 -0.042***
CEt 0.762 0.732 0.741 0.732 0.723 0.713 0.708 0.745 0.719 -0.026***

Notes: ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.01.

Table 3: Cost efficiency DCE and technology change DTC, before and after NPAM.

All Pre NPAM Post NPAM

n 768 384 384 384
period 2000-2006 2000-2002 2003-2006

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Diff p-value

DCE 0.990 0.065 0.989 0.082 0.991 0.043 0.002 0.778
DTC 1.024 0.033 1.048 0.033 1.001 0.009 -0.047*** < 0.001

Notes: ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.01.
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Figure 5: Cost efficiency CEt , average per DSO, development before and after NPAM.
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H2: Technical change (before, after)

Table 4: Profitability variation PV , price recovery PR and productivity change, before and after NPAM.

All Pre NPAM Post NPAM

n 768 384 384 384
period 2000-2006 2000-2002 2003-2006

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Diff p-value

PV 0.994 0.097 0.997 0.080 0.991 0.111 -0.006 0.470
PR 0.987 0.137 0.973 0.149 1.001 0.123 0.028** 0.005
Productivity change 1.014 0.084 1.035 0.102 0.993 0.053 -0.042*** < 0.001

Notes: ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.01.
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Figure 6: Technical change DTC, average per DSO, before and after NPAM.
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H3: Stalled productivity development

2000/2001 2001/2002 2002/2003 2003/2004 2004/2005 2005/2006
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Figure 7: Productivity development 2000-2006.

three years during the reform are below the horizon average productivity change (1.4
per cent). Thus, we find that Hypothesis 3 cannot be rejected.

Table 4: Profitability variation, price recovery and productivity change, before and after NPAM.

All Pre NPAM Post NPAM

n 768 384 384 384
period 2000-2006 2000-2002 2003-2006

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Diff p-value

Profitability variation 0.994 0.097 0.997 0.080 0.991 0.111 -0.006 0.470
Price recovery 0.987 0.137 0.973 0.149 1.001 0.123 0.028** 0.005
Productivity change 1.014 0.084 1.035 0.102 0.993 0.053 -0.042*** < 0.001

Notes: ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.01.

Fourth, we now address the paradoxical firm-level incentives under non-credible
regulation. Conventional intuition would postulate that the firms would adopt an effi-
cient policy when facing a high-powered regulation, allowing for non-negative profits.
However, in our model the firm may very well incur losses for a certain time without
resorting to efficient operations, even when given the option to do so. Thus, the partic-
ipation constraint is not binding: it is not even active during the period. We formulate
this as our last hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4. The profitability of the firms is lower on average, and decreasing through-
out the duration of a non-credible regime v > 0.

The average profitability Pt by firm and year is presented in Table 2 above. The
findings document a significant and monotonous fall in profitability over the period,
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H3: Stalled productivity development
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Figure 7: Productivity development 2000-2006.
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Figure 8: Profitability Pt , average per DSO, before and after NPAM.
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H4: Sacrifice in profitability
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Figure 8: Profitability Pt , average per DSO, before and after NPAM.

from on average 14.7 per cent prior to the NPAM to 10.5 per cent after the reform. At
operator-level, the results are illustrated in Figure 8. Hypothesis 4 is not rejected by the
empirical data.

The result can be explained by the previously presented methodology. Profitability
variation is driven by productivity change and price recovery, as shown in expression
(13). We have already discussed the results for the productivity change above, so our
attention is turned to price recovery. The results for price recovery are presented in
Table 4. An interesting pattern is revealed: the initial price recovery is negative (-2.7
per cent), meaning that the operators did not fully pass on input price changes into tariff
changes. However, they maintained profitability through productivity improvements.
This translates into sharing the productivity gains with the captive clients at a stable
profitability level (see Table 2). After the reform, however, the average price recovery is
about one, meaning that input price changes (e.g. inflation) are entirely passed on to the
customers. On the other hand, as shown above, the productivity change is lower than
one, implying a decrease in profitability. The scenario is indeed gloomy: the customers
end up paying more and the firms’ owners earning less on the operations.

Remains then the question of a counter-factual for the model results. The empirical
results could be distorted if there was a general slowdown of productivity in the period,
or if the period just before the reform was a ”golden age” with abnormal productivity
development. In Table 5 we list the results for some previous studies for electricity
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Results

Result

H1 Cost efficiency slumps for v >0 Supported (***)

H2 No technical change Supported (***)

H3 Productivity change nil or weak Supported (***)

H4 Profitability lower and sinking Supported (***)



Counterfactual?

What if
– The firms just had a ‘golden age’ before, without relevance?
– The shock was unrelated to the regulation?



Supporting evidence

distribution in Scandinavia.21

Table 5: Cumulative productivity development, electricity distribution, 1970-2004.

Paper Country n Period M TC

Hjalmarsson and Veiderpass (1992) Sweden 298 1970-78 1.56 1.42
Hjalmarsson and Veiderpass (1992) Sweden 298 1978-86 1.22 1.39
Kumbhakar and Hjalmarsson (1998) Sweden 108 1970-90 - 0.019 - 0.022/yr
Førsund and Kittelsen (1998) Norway 150 1983-89 1.12 1.11
Edvardsen et al. (2006) Norway 98 1996-03 1.15 -
Agrell et al. (2015) Norway 198 1995-04 1.24 1.25
Kumbhakar et al. (2014) Norway 127 1998-10 - 0.01/yr
Miguéis et al. (2011) Norway 127 2004-07 1.00 1.04
Notes: M = Malmquist index, TC = Technical change, n = average no of obs per year.

We investigate the pre-reform status by comparing annual productivity growth esti-
mates from the cumulative results in Table 5. The seminal study by Hjalmarsson and
Veiderpass (1992), documents an average technical change 1970-1986 for Swedish elec-
tricity distribution of about 5 per cent annually. In Kumbhakar and Hjalmarsson (1998),
a parametric approach resulted in stable technical change estimates around 2 per cent
per year for Sweden 1970-90. The Swedish DSOs had clearly a stable productivity
development prior to the reform.

Next, a reasonable counterfactual can be found in the Norwegian electricity DSOs of
similar size and ownership distribution. The regulation in Norway was based on a fron-
tier analysis model implemented as a revenue cap. The regulation was not disputed and
must be characterized as robust and credible. A study by Førsund and Kittelsen (1998)
show a technical change in the order of 1.8 per cent per year for the period 1983-89.
Later work by Edvardsen et al. (2006) reports an average annual Malmquist productiv-
ity increase of 2.1 per cent for the period 1996-2003, confirmed by Agrell et al. (2015)
for the period 1995-2004 with larger dataset as 2.8 per cent average annual technical
change. Miguéis et al. (2011) used a non-parametric model and weight restrictions on
the Norwegian DSOs 2004-2007, yielding an average technical change of 1.2 per cent
per year. These results are also robust for parametric methods. Kumbhakar et al. (2014)
used parametric distance functions to estimate scale efficiency effects for Norwegian
DSOs 1998-2010, finding proof of an average technical change rate of 1 per cent per
year.

Thus, we are facing a scenario where comparable operators continue to show posi-
tive productivity growth, whereas the regulatory crisis brings the development to a halt.

21The hypothesis that the Swedish operators are structurally different from those in Scandinavia is
rejected in the activity analysis in Agrell and Bogetoft (2010).
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Results

Swedish and Norwegian DSO are similar in size, structure and ownership
Efficiency and productivity prior to 2003 are similar in Sweden and Norway
Norway had positive productivity during the NAPM period



The life vest on Titanic: look beyond inefficiency



Conclusion



Conclusions

Regulation creates conditions for structure and behavior in the sectors
Cost-recovery regulation creates deep distortion of competitive behavior
Incentive regulation creates conditions for cost efficient behavior
Regulation cannot ‘jump stages’ : the sector needs a regulatory path
Cost norms must be credible: industry better informed
Two results to retain:

– Firms may detect flaws earlier than courts
– Welfare losses proportional to phase-out time
– Important to choose good models and to integrate them in the path
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